ABSTRACT
Side-channel attacks that leak sensitive information through a computing device’s interaction with its physical environment have proven to be a severe threat to devices’ security, particularly when adversaries have unfettered physical access to the device. Traditional approaches for leakage detection measure the physical properties of the device. Hence, they cannot be used during the design process and fail to provide root cause analysis. An alternative approach that is gaining traction is to automate leakage detection by modeling the device. The demand to understand the scope, benefits, and limitations of the proposed tools intensifies with the increase in the number of proposals.

In this SoK, we classify approaches to automated leakage detection based on the model’s source of truth. We classify the existing tools on two main parameters: whether the model includes measurements from a concrete device and the abstraction level of the device specification used for constructing the model. We survey the proposed tools to determine the current knowledge level across the domain and identify open problems. In particular, we highlight the absence of evaluation methodologies and metrics that would compare proposals’ effectiveness from across the domain. We believe that our results help practitioners who want to use automated leakage detection and researchers interested in advancing the knowledge and improving automated leakage detection.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Hardware → Power estimation and optimization; • Security and privacy → Side-channel analysis and countermeasures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
When a computing device operates, it interacts with its physical environment. In his seminal work, Kocher [53] showed that the power consumption of a device correlates with the data it processes, allowing the recovery of cryptographic keys. Since then, research has demonstrated leakage of sensitive information via other side channels, including electromagnetic emanations (EM) [39, 74], timing [11, 19, 71], microarchitectural components [14, 41, 58], and even acoustic and photonic emanations [42, 55].

In response to developments in attacks, the community has developed several methodologies for leakage detection and assessment. They involve collecting side-channel traces from the device and analyzing these traces to demonstrate an attack or the existence of leaks. While effective, such methodologies require the physical device’s presence for evaluation, and this demand poses significant challenges. First, the physical implementation may not exist, for example, when verifying side-channel leakage while designing a novel chip. Second, the physical implementation details may be unknown when verifying side-channel leakage from a third-party chip. Moreover, detecting, verifying, and mitigating side-channel leaks require expert knowledge and expensive equipment.

In recent years, an alternative approach for evaluating device resilience to side-channel attacks has emerged. Instead of measuring the leakage from a physical device, leakage emulators aim to evaluate the device’s model to reduce the effort required for leakage detection and potentially perform leakage detection early in the development process.

Early attempts of creating such tooling and the increased recent efforts directed to this purpose prove the appeal of automation as...
demonstrated in Figure 1. However, the abundance of proposed tools does not necessarily offer a solution for practitioners. Each tool aims to address a specific scenario, and with the increasing number of proposals, it may be complex to identify the best tool for each use case.

Moreover, there is no comparison of tools across the domain, preventing a straightforward assessment of the benefits of each tool. A comprehensive study of automated tooling available for computer-aided cryptography covering the design, functional verification, and implementation-level security of digital side channels was recently published [6]. While the study covers tools for side channels in shared resources (e.g., cache), it excludes physical side channels, particularly power consumption and EM radiation. This work covers the gap and presents a taxonomy of state-of-the-art tooling for protecting against these physical side-channel attacks. We chart the landscape and present a coherent view of current advances in power and EM leakage evaluation automation. Specifically, we

- Give a comprehensive survey of the available tooling for leakage detection, verification, and mitigation while clarifying the current capabilities and limitations.
- Present a taxonomy for the published tools, bringing forward their main innovations and potentials.
- Outline challenges and promising new research directions.

Through the classification and analysis of the published tools, we identify the potential and the challenges we face when searching for appropriate solutions. There are significant differences between existing tools and some problems cross-cut the domain. In particular, most tool proposals include an evaluation of the tool's effectiveness. However, many of these evaluations are not transferable. Thus, it is impossible to compare the effectiveness of tools within the domain. The problem is intensified by the need to satisfy multiple aims, including simulation and detection accuracy, ease of use, and computational complexity.

We believe the work presented in this paper is of interest for two groups of people with distinct goals and challenges. The first group consists of hardware designers creating side-channel secure designs and side-channel hardened implementations. The second group is security researchers implementing a hardened side-channel cryptographic algorithm on an existing third-party chip. One could argue that such tooling could help an adversary interested in extracting a key from a specific device. However, we believe that this risk is limited. The tools we describe aim at assisting designers in identifying the root cause of leakage. Attackers are less interested in the cause of a leak and are more focused on recovering the key. In summary, the contributions of this work are:

- We investigate an emerging research area on automated tools for power and EM leakage detection and propose a system for classifying such tools (Section 3).
- We survey and analyze post-silicon (Section 4) and pre-silicon (Section 5) tools, identifying achievements in this area.
- We explore the cross-cutting questions by evaluating tools across the domain (Section 6).
- We identify open problems and directions for future research on the design of automated tools for leakage detection (Section 7).

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we summarize terminology and other essential concepts in side-channel leakage modeling.

2.1 Side-Channel Leakage

The power consumption and EM signals emitted from a device correlate with the computation steps and the data processed when performing computation. Consequently, monitoring the physical properties of devices can reveal information about the operations they carry and the data they process. To perform a side-channel attack, an attacker attempts to correlate the physical properties with secret values processed by the device. For example, the attacker might look for a statistical difference between the means of power consumption when processing two different secret values [45, 54].

Over the years, multiple sources of leakage have been identified. The amount of power required to maintain a signal depends on the logical state of the signal. Thus, signalling 1 requires a different power level than signalling 0. Consequently, the power consumption of a circuit directly correlates with the data the circuit processes. Other effects, such as differing power required for changing the logical state of a signal, the variations in signal propagation times over the circuit, or cross-capacitance effects, all contribute to the instantaneous power consumption of the device and therefore correlate with the data it processes. We further discuss these and other effects in Section 3.2.

Multiple approaches have been suggested for side-channel protection [22, 23, 35, 52, 64, 65, 92]. In particular, masking represents each secret value using multiple shares [22, 52] such that the leakage of any subset of the shares is independent of the secret value. However, theoretically secure defences often fail in practice, necessitating practical evaluations of devices and software to ensure protection against side-channel leakage [5, 67].

2.2 Leakage Models

Side-channel attacks and defences both rely on leakage models, which describe the salient features of the measurements, abstracting over the physical details of the device. To be useful, a leakage model must be “correct” to accurately reflect reality and be informative to be useful for key recovery. As in [72], we distinguish between value- and distance-based leakage models. The leakage model is value-based if it takes as arguments the set of intermediate values of a cryptographic algorithm. Typical examples include the popular Hamming-weight (HW), identity model (ID), or least-significant bit (LSB). A leakage model is distance-based if it takes as parameters any pairwise combination of the intermediate values [72]. Barthe et al. [7] give three examples for distance-based leakage, as follows: (1) transition leakage effect, such as a generalized Hamming distance leakage model; (2) the revenant leakage effect, where sensitive data from past executions may come back and influence the current instruction; and (3) the neighboring leakage effect, which captures the event where accessing or processing of a data storage unit, may trigger a leak from a seemingly unrelated data storage unit [7].

2.3 Traces

A measurement of a device creates a trace, which represents the measured physical quantity as a function of time. Throughout this
paper, we use the term measured trace to denote the traces acquired from a physical device with the help of an oscilloscope and EM probes. We use the term simulated trace to denote a time series generated with a commercially available tool as part of an EDA toolchain. Finally, the term leakage emulator stands for a device emulator, which is a program connected to a leakage model that creates a simulated trace.

2.4 Detection, Verification, and Mitigation

Leakage detection seeks evidence of sensitive data dependencies in the measured traces. The tools used for leakage detection are hypothesis testing. Due to hypothesis testing’s intrinsic nature, it is only possible to confirm the leaks’ presence (and not the absence). Leakage verification aspires to identify the cause of a leak. The most straightforward way to verify a leak is to exploit it using an attack-based evaluation. Alternatively, it is also possible to specify a set of rules that violate (possible) assumptions required by the algorithm to run securely e.g., register reuse by mask shares from the same family. To determine the leak’s cause, a careful investigation of the hardware and software’s internal working is required. Finally, leakage mitigation will remove the cause of the leak.

3 PRE- AND POST-SILICON MODELING OF SIDE-CHANNEL LEAKAGE

A fundamental property of side-channel leakage is that its origin is the physical implementation of computations. While the leaked information may relate to any higher level form of computing – such as cryptographic software – the observation of power-based side-channel leakage requires access to the the physical implementation of the cryptographic computations.

The physical effects of computing are not harmful to computer system security themselves; such effects only become side-channel leakage when an association between the physical side-channel leakage and a high-level property in the computation stack can be made. Hence, fundamental to every side-channel attack is the association of a high-level model with its physical implementation. The accuracy of this association determines the success probability of the attack.

3.1 Our Framework

Figure 2 summarizes the framework that is used to classify the tools for leakage detection. There are two primary sources for such information at a high level: measurements taken from the device and the device’s design specifications. These two sources determine the two main axes along which we classify the tools.

The first axis specifies the relationship between the model and the hardware. In all tools, the model aims to predict the leakage from the device. However, post-silicon tools build the model, at least partially, based on measuring the device and using this measurement to predict future behavior. In contrast, pre-silicon tools use information about the device’s design to predict leakage without observing the actual device. This distinction is not arbitrary. Pre- and post-silicon tools serve different purposes and have different capabilities. Pre-silicon tools aim to detect leakage early, before the device’s production, allowing the designer the opportunity to modify the design before investing in manufacturing. Post-silicon tools, in contrast, start from a given device and aim to determine the leakage that a change in condition will cause. Pre-silicon tools operate under a white-box scenario, where the model is created from the device’s design. They, therefore, include information only available to the manufacturer or trusted clients. On the other hand, post-silicon tools operate under a black- or gray-box scenario, where the tool operator does not have the full device description. However, because these tools have access to actual measurements, they can detect leakage that is not apparent from the design documents.

The second axis we use is the level of abstraction of the model. The development of a hardware device typically proceeds along a sequence of refinements, commonly captured in the Gajski-Kuhn Y-chart [37]. With each refinement, the abstraction level decreases, and more details about the target device become available. The level of abstraction used for building the model has significant implications on the tool’s capabilities. The more refined the model is, the more leakage it can detect [3]. This observation is particularly relevant for pre-silicon tools, where modeling at one level cannot detect leakage caused by features chosen at lower levels of abstraction. For example, pre-silicon tools at the Register Transfer Level (RTL) model time with cycle-accurate resolution. Such tools cannot detect leakage caused by sub-cycle timing effects. Correspondingly, modeling at a high level of detail requires access to the design documents and a considerable investment of computational and time resources. Figure 2 shows the primary abstraction levels in the design of hardware devices and the types of data dependencies apparent at each level. Finally, we note that because post-silicon tools also draw on information measured from the concrete device, such tools can detect leakage at a lower level of abstraction [72, 86].

Figure 2: Side-channel leakage modeling requires abstraction from the true physical source of side-channel leakage, thereby also abstracting some sources of side-channel leakage. Pre- and post-silicon side-channel leakage modeling both aim at building a model that reflects the true physical source of side-channel leakage, but approach the problem from opposite sides.
3.2 Causes of Side-Channel Leakage

Power side-channel leakage is data-dependent power consumption during secure computation. Past research demonstrates that no single abstraction level can accurately capture all of the data-dependent power consumption. Data dependencies that cause power-based side-channel leakage may occur at every level of abstraction in the system stack. However, dependencies at lower abstraction levels are invisible at higher abstraction, which makes power-based side-channel leakage hard to predict at a system level. This section provides a bottom-up analysis of the causes of side-channel leakage, and we clarify why modeling at every level of abstraction is important.

At several instances during the discussion, we mention the secret-sharing (or masking) countermeasure, a popular method to combat side-channel leakage in hardware. A secret bit is split in n shares using n−1 random bits to yield an order-(n−1) countermeasure. In a d-probing model, an adversary can take d independent observations. To be secure, the number of shares in a secret-sharing countermeasure must fulfill n > d [52].

The bottom half of Figure 2 lists the data dependencies that are known contributors to power-based side-channel leakage. The vertical lines indicate abstraction levels corresponding to the labels at the top of the figure. The highest abstraction level only captures dependencies from state transitions. On the other hand, the lowest, most detailed abstraction level captures all possible dependencies of power consumption to data, from state transitions down to layout dependencies, which leads to the staircase shape of Figure 2. In the following, we describe the nature of each dependency in a bottom-up manner, from layout-level to system-level.

In CMOS (Complement Metal Oxide Semiconductor) circuits, the mainstream technology for computers, power consumption results from electrical charges that flow when transistors switch. Moving charges requires effort (power) [34]. These charges flow over on-chip wires and through transistor channels, causing additional internal resistive losses that dissipate as heat [75]. We can observe the effects of moving charges in a circuit by measuring the flow (current) through voltage drop over a shunt resistor or using induction effects on a current probe. In addition, moving electrical charges create electromagnetic fields governed by Maxwell’s laws. We can capture the electromagnetic fields generated by a circuit using E-field probes or H-field probes [8, 70]. Hence, EM-based side-channel leakage and power-based side-channel leakage have a single physical cause (moving electrical charges).

The power consumption caused by CMOS transistors is proportional to the number of switching events (≈ the amount of charge moved) per transistor per unit of time. However, the size of each electrical charge, and therefore the resulting power consumption depends on the physical topology and size of the transistors and on-chip wires [75]. In addition, second-order parasitic effects, such as the capacitive coupling between neighboring on-chip wires, may cause the amount of charge moved by a switching event to depend on the joint value of two neighboring wires. Parasitic coupling can directly degrade the secrecy of secret-sharing schemes when two or more shares become electrically coupled [24].

At gate-level, analog voltage levels become bits, and logic gates provide elementary boolean computations using those bits. Digital gates consume power when they switch, similarly to their atomic component, the transistor. The number of gates driven by a digital gate is called the fan-out, and it is a measure of how hard a gate must work during a switching event: gates with a higher fan-out will consume more power during a switching event. The majority of logic circuits operate according to the synchronous paradigm, where clock cycles drive the execution of sequential computations. However, logic gates do not switch exclusively during clock-edge events and each logic gate computes its output with a slight delay called the transition delay. Logic gates deep into a logic network may switch multiple times per clock cycle when their inputs do not arrive at the exact moment. These transient switching events are called glitches, and they make up 15–20% of the dynamic power consumption [88]. Glitches depend on the joint value of network inputs, and for this reason, they may also potentially degrade the secrecy of secret-sharing schemes [61].

Gate-level logic circuits are abstracted into functional expressions on registers at RTL level and the closely related microarchitecture level. The switching events model power consumption at this level in a record. The Hamming distance between successive values stored in a register approximates these switching events. Storing a secret value into a register will cause side-channel leakage twice, first when loaded and then when a new value overwrites it. To prevent side-channel leakage, the predecessor and successor values of the secret must be uniformly random and independent of the secret, which is a requirement that is hard to achieve in a general-purpose environment. The leakage effect also degrades secret-sharing schemes when two shares occupy the same register during different clock cycles.

At the Instruction-Set Architecture (ISA) level, the dependencies of the microarchitecture disappear, and power is modeled in terms of the visible machine state only, such as programmer-visible registers and memory. The dependencies are similar to those at the microarchitecture level: every store that contains a secret value can leak two times, at the start and the end of the value’s lifetime in that store. At System-level, all implementation details have disappeared, and the power consumption is only visible as system-level state transitions, such as in the overall control flow of a software program. At this level, power-based side-channel leakage is a mechanism to implement timing attacks.

Data dependencies on power consumption are a byproduct of the pre-silicon design process. Therefore, it is generally impossible to guarantee that a partially completed design (say, the RTL design of a RISC-V processor) will be free of side-channel leakage later, at a more refined design stage. Instead, in the pre-silicon setting, the design verification for side-channel leakage must, in principle, be repeated at every abstraction level to ensure no new dependencies appear. In the post-silicon stage, all data dependencies on power are present from the start of the design process, but they may be unknown to the application programmer.

We traditionally measure power consumption near the source of consumption, perform side-channel attacks on lab setups with ideal observation conditions. However, that is not a requirement for a successful side-channel attack. Recent work has demonstrated the use of indirect effects of power side-channel leakage when the attacker is co-located on the same chip [83, 104], on the same machine [57], or even within the range of a wireless transmission [21].
3.3 Pre- and post-silicon tools for Side-Channel Leakage

Following the two scenarios above, we divide existing tooling into two categories. The first category is *post-silicon*, which given a software implementation of a cryptographic algorithm and (possibly) the end device, aim to produce a power or an EM trace that closely resembles a laboratory measurement performed by expert security analysts. The second category is the *pre-silicon* tooling which can find and remove leaks in crypto cores (hardware implementations) and cryptographic algorithms.

Albeit a generic architecture, which covers all corner cases, is difficult to specify, we attempt in Figure 3 to capture a high-level view of the salient components for both pre-and post-silicon emulator. We observe that tools in both scenarios share the same goals and are used to detect, verify, and mitigate side-channel leaks. During post-silicon evaluation, no changes are possible to the end-device (in most cases, a general-purpose microcontroller). Hence, the typical evaluation target is a software implementation of a cryptographic algorithm. The most basic functionality of a post-silicon emulator is that of leakage detection, Figure 3 (left). There are two main approaches to this task. The first, and by far the most common, mimics leakage detection in real traces by first generating a set of simulated traces and then applying a leakage detection method (e.g. Test Vector Leakage Assessment i.e. TVLA [45]). Generating realistic simulated traces depends significantly on the amount of information available about the target end device. The second approach is to check properties to identify undesired interactions between sensitive variables. To verify leakage and pinpoint the source of the leak, the structure or architecture of the target device must be known [72]. In case of leakage verification execution traces, which represent a set of events (such as instruction, register access or other) ordered by the algorithm execution, are used to annotate the traces. Using annotation, we can link the timing of side-channel leakage to algorithmic events, thereby identifying the leakage source. Leakage mitigation requires additionally the ability to modify the target device by reprogramming or reconfiguring [86].

There is more flexibility in making changes to the end-device during a pre-silicon evaluation, so both hardware and software implementations of cryptographic algorithms are in scope, Figure 3 (right). One significant difference between the pre and post-silicon tooling is the amount of information available for deriving a suitable leakage model. Both estimation and simulation of power consumption using commercial tooling are possible.

4 POST-SILICON TOOLING

Table 1 presents a taxonomy of tools available for post-silicon side-channel evaluation, listed in chronological order. Based on their capabilities, we classify the tools into three categories: detection, verification, and mitigation, which we discuss subsequently in detail. We explicitly mention the supported leakage model (LM), which impacts the tool’s effectiveness. At one end of the spectrum, standard black-box leakage models, such as Hamming weight or Hamming distance, can be applied independently of the intended physical target. Such black-box leakage models only require a high-level description of the implementation and a rough estimate of the actual power or EM consumption, which is enough to model
the data dependencies during the execution and give valuable insights into value-based leakage. At the other end of the spectrum, gray-box leakage models learn from the intended target’s behavior by acquiring traces from the actual implementation, making the analysis specific to a particular sequence of instructions.

The amount of information and the degree of control of the end-device available when building the emulator determines the tool’s capability (detect, verify, or mitigate) and impacts the granularity of the model of leakage from the end-device. On the downside, the more information an emulator captures about the target, the less portable to other architectures it becomes.

Some tools do not model a physical end-target [76, 79]. As such, they are beneficial for both pre-and post-silicon evaluations.

We chose to list them in this category as these tools can be used for early design stages of software implementation, as the typical use case for post-silicon evaluation tooling. As masking is one of the fundamental countermeasures for software implementations, we find it necessary to specify whether a tool was applied on a masked implementation (Masking).

In the rest of this section, we describe post-silicon tooling for leakage detection, verification, and mitigation, highlighting current achievements in each category.

4.1 Leakage detection at post-silicon stage

Generic framework for modeling microarchitectural details. Debande et al. [28] are the first to point out the significance of realistic leakage models and to propose a gray-box trace emulator. The tool uses stochastic modeling to fit a function of state bits and state transitions. It starts from a fixed model and estimates the state transitions for each bit in the target register. The formula for deriving the power trace would remain the same for different physical targets, but the coefficients would be different. We consider ELMO [63] to be the first genuinely gray-box emulator for the ARM-Cortex M0/M4 family, and it brings two remarkable innovations. The first is a portable framework for building a leakage model rather than estimating the coefficients for a fixed model, as is the case for stochastic modeling. ELMO achieves this by considering the contribution of a parameter before deciding to include it in the model. In contrast to the approach used by Debande et al., the formula for deriving power traces depends on the level of details available about the microarchitecture implementation available and the contribution of each (group) of variables to the overall model prediction capability.

The second innovation that ELMO brings is the extension of the model to support sequence dependency. The critical observation is that the power consumption of different instructions depends on preceding instructions [93]. ELMO is instruction-accurate, which has the advantage of quickly allowing the identification of a leaky instruction. Following a cluster analysis to group “similar” instructions (i.e., which leak information in the same way), the authors identify five groups, which interestingly also correspond to the same processor component: ALU instructions in one group, shift instructions as another group, load, and stores that interact with the memory as two or more groups, and multiply instruction with a distinct profile due to its single cycle implementation. The authors find a remarkable consistency in the data-dependent leakage of different physical boards. The only downside for extending the proposed framework to other architectures is the amount of human effort to put into it.

ELMO* [86] improves the leakage model of ELMO by capturing interactions that span multiple cycles. ELMO [63] is augmented to account for the storage elements, which play a critical role in the security of masked implementations. A novel feature of ELMO* [86] is a battery of small code sequences which can highlight the interaction of instructions via storage elements systematically. Marshall et al. [62] extend the idea of discovering sources of leakage by intentionally triggering leakage effects with specially crafted code sequences and put forward 23 new benchmarks covering microarchitecture implementation related to memory such as hidden memory states, sequential access or data-bus width, pipeline registers, control-flow instructions, and the impact of speculative execution in short pipelines.

Reverse Engineering of microarchitectural implementations. While the importance of microarchitecture details in a security analysis has been established [62], access to its implementation is typically not available. The current state of the art allows reverse engineering a commercial ARM-Cortex M3 microprocessor [40]. The authors note that the current methodology involves intensive manual effort. However, it is worthwhile as it shows the importance of capturing microarchitectural effects.

EM simulation at post-silicon stage. While both EM and power are important for SCA evaluations, modern micro-controllers, with multiple power domains, can be immune to power side channels but can leak in the EM domain. ESMIM [85] is the first EM emulator built for a custom 32-bit base RISC-V implementation. ESMIM supports data- and instruction-dependent activities and microarchitecture effects such as pipeline stalls, cache miss, and misprediction. The designers of the emulator have white-box access to the design details of the target microprocessor. To reduce the number of instructions to be fitted, the authors perform clustering of the power consumption of the instructions and observe that the RISC-V ISA can be clustered into seven categories when the instructions have similar operands.

Interestingly, ELMO [63] used instruction clustering to simplify the modeling of the target. The authors also investigate the model accuracy as a function of manufacturing variability (same manufacturer, different physical boards). Although the authors detected a slight shift in the clock frequency for different boards, the conclusion is that this shift has no impact on the emulator’s accuracy.

4.2 Leakage verification at post-silicon stage

Verification at high abstractions levels is effective. After detecting a leak in an implementation, mitigating the leak requires discovering the source of the leak. Tools capable of locating the source of a leak can map a time sample in the power trace to the precise instruction corresponding to that time sample.

The tool proposed by Reparaz [76] can detect leakage in masked implementations of high-level code. The tool has a trace generation feature that uses a black-box leakage model. For each time sample, the tool records the value of the processed variable. It then applies a fixed-vs-fixed test to detect leakage. As the tool records which variables correspond to the leaky sample, it can locate the source of the leakage. SAVRASCA [98] uses the tracing feature of the SimulAVR.
We use \(\bullet\) to represent a black-box leakage model (LM); \(\bigcirc\) to represent a gray-box model. We tick the box for masking for the tools that report a case study involving a masked algorithm.

### 5 PRE-SILICON TOOLING

The world of pre-silicon side-channel leakage verification tooling, while at first glance relatively rich (see Table 2), is limited by the fact that these tools are not public and the results are difficult to reproduce. Additionally, the reported results consider prototype chip designs, which might require effort to adapt to a complex chip design. While any measurable data-dependent power dissipation may be a source of side-channel leakage, there is a trade-off between the precision and the simulation speed. Higher abstraction levels (ISA, RTL) will offer quick power estimates. Still, they will miss SCA leakage sources, while lower abstraction levels (gate layout) consume more simulation time but are more precise. In the following, we summarize the achievements of tools in this category.

#### 5.1 Leakage detection at pre-silicon stage

**Power estimates at different abstraction levels speed-up the generation of power signals.** NCSIM [33] is the first white-box emulator to estimate the resistance to differential power analysis (DPA) [54] at the gate level. It neglects static power consumption, but it can model glitches and early propagation when timing information is available. The emulator supports several power estimation functions. The simplest is transition counting (each time the signal changes its logical state, the power consumption at the current point is increased by one). A more refined power model is the random transition weighting, which captures the variations in load capacitances across gates. In terms of speed, NCSIM reports that a transistor-level simulation of an internal MOV operation, including the initialization phase of the core, has taken about 10 hours vs. the logic simulation that finishes in a few minutes.

**PLAN/PARAM [32]** estimates the power consumed by a module as an aggregation of the power consumed by all signals present in the module. The assumption to support this choice is that the power consumption of a \(k\)-bit signal is proportional to its Hamming weight. The benefit of this approach is that the whole Shakti-C processor’s evaluation takes about 5 hours compared to a post-and-place route simulation that would take an entire month.

**RTL-PSC [49]** estimates the power profile of a hardware design using functional simulation at the RTL level. The power profile is estimated based on the number of transitions using the Synopsys VCS tool to ensure a fast framework. Compared to state-of-the-art, RTL-PSC claims two advantages. The first is the ability to quantitatively and accurately assess power side-channel leakage, and the second is speed. The paper reports evaluation times for AES circuits in the order of dozens of minutes, compared with over 30 hours for gate-level evaluations of the same circuits. The authors

### 4.3 Leakage mitigation at post-silicon stage

While verification tools still rely on a human expert to remove leakage, mitigation tools aim to apply the fixes automatically. **Generic code-rewrite for trace emulators.** ROSITA [86] is a rule-driven code rewrite engine that patches the code automatically once leakage is detected. ROSITA starts with a (masked) implementation of a cryptographic algorithm, cross-compiled to produce both the assembly and the binary executable. A very compelling feature of a cryptographic algorithm, cross-compiled to produce both the assembly and the binary executable. A very compelling feature of ROSITA is that it extends an existing leakage detection tool, ELMO [63] to report instructions that leak secret information. The new detection framework (ELMO*), uses the binary file to detect leakage and identify the offending machine instruction; ROSITA then applies a set of rules that replace the leaky instruction with an equivalent one (functionally) that does not leak. ROSITA repeats the process until no more leakage is detected.

#### Table 1: Tools for post-silicon side-channel evaluation (chronological order)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>End-device</th>
<th>Detect</th>
<th>Verify</th>
<th>Mitigate</th>
<th>Masking</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>Open-Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PINPAS [50]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>smartcards</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓ power</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspector SCA [70]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>not relevant</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓ power</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar [98]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>AT90XX, ATmegaXX</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓ power</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debande [28]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>not specified</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓ power</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gagnerot [56]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>RISC-V (not specified)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓ power</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILK [97]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>ATmega328P</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓ power</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLEAK [100]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>ARM Cortex A8</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ register access</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reparaz [76]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>not relevant</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ power</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVRASCA [98]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>ATmega163</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ power</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCOLD [72]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>ATmega163</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>ILA</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELMO [63]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>ARM Cortex M0</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ power</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMSIM [85]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>RISC-V(prompt)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELMO* [86]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>ARM Cortex M0</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ power</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSITA [86]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>ELMO* ARM Cortex M0</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ power</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We use \(\bigcirc\) to represent a black-box leakage model (LM); \(\bullet\) to represent a gray-box model. We tick the box for masking for the tools that report a case study involving a masked algorithm.
ACA introduces the Leakage Impact Factor (LIF), a numerical score which only those gates with high LIF are substituted and protected. The objective of ACA is to identify the gates in the design that contribute the most to the selected side-channel leakage model.

5.2 Leakage verification at pre-silicon stage

Formal verification at gate level. Both SCRIPT [68] and COCO [44] allow formal verification at gate level. However, while SCRIPT targets cryptographic cores, COCO aims to formally verify a masked software implementation on a given hardware platform. The approach used for the formal proof, described below, is also different.

SCRIPT [68] takes as input a gate-level description of a cryptographic core, and a target function, which can be a potential target for side-channel attacks if it satisfies the following four properties:

- a function of the secret,
- a function of controllable inputs,
- a function with confusion property,
- and functions with the divide-and-conquer property.

The target registers, which store the target functions’ output values, are identified using information flow tracking. SCRIPT uses a vectorless power estimation technique, which requires the verification engineer to define the signal probability (the percentage of the analysis when the input is driven at high logic levels) and the toggle rate (the rate at which the net or logic element switches compared to its input) of the primary input ports. PrimeTool (Synopsys) or XPE (Xilinx) provide the vectorless power analysis, which returns the total estimated power for the design.

COCO [44] allows security proofs at the gate level for the execution of masked implementations. The proofs use the time-constrained probing model, which simulates the hardware of pipelined circuits. As a first step, the tool executes the masked assembly implementation on a given CPU hardware design, the result being a trace execution which contains the concrete values for all CPU control signals in each clock cycle. The location of the registers and memory cells that contain shares of sensitive values are annotated. COCO uses correlation sets and an SAT solver to find the gate and execution cycle where the implementation leaks. COCO verifies adherence to the following two design principles: first, that shares of the same secret must not be accessed within two successive instructions, and second, that its counterpart must not overwrite a register or memory location which contains one share.

Open-source tooling. MAPS [56], is the first open-source verification tool, a power emulator for the ARM Cortex M3 series. It takes in assembly code and targets pipeline leakage, as they combine operand values from consecutive instructions. For identifying power leakage, it uses the fixed vs. random $t$-test [45]. Using information from an ARM Cortex M3 HDL file, the cause of a leak, the registers related to the data path are isolated and traced. MAPS restricts its operation to registers which deal with sensitive values to simplify the tracing and reduce overhead.
The leakage emulator’s output to the reference traces, the more the output of the tool can be trusted. As the number of samples in the emulator output differs from that in reference traces, it is not straightforward to compare the two data sets (Appendix A lists common choices). Most of these measures provide visual evidence of similarity. Different boards exhibit different behaviors [15, 78] that may cause slight variations between traces measured from various devices. This difference is relevant when matching simulated traces with measured traces. However, we found no reference that evaluates differences between sets of traces from different boards.

Aside from the fact that visual comparison is a subjective measure, typically due to space limitations, we only see one example of how these match. It is fair to point out that quantifiable measures for assessing leaks are sparse and not widely accepted in the side-channel community.

### 6.2 Metrics for evaluating the quality of the leakage model

It is typical for the post-silicon evaluation tools [28, 63, 86], which propose a complex leakage model to compare their performance with simpler or previously known leakage models. In pre-silicon emulators, we count in this category the metrics which quantify the leakage identified by the emulator, compared to an ideal case where the target does not leak information. In the following, we list achievements in this category.

**Empirical evidence that gray-level leakage models are superior to black-box leakage model.** Although the statement above might seem naïve, the question of whether *is worth investing time and effort in creating sophisticated gray leakage models is valid*. To prove the merit of the ELMO leakage model [63], the authors use *power correlation* to compare the predictions of a simple leakage model (Hamming weight) with the prediction of leakage produced by the ELMO model. The comparison consists of computing the correlation traces produced by both leakage models on the same reference traces. The result [63, Figure 4] shows that the peaks in the correlation trace generated by the ELMO model are more clearly defined compared to those produced by the simple model. Additionally, the ELMO leakage model generates more peaks. The authors conclude that the simple leakage model captures only a portion of the actual leakage and should not be relied upon when protecting sensitive data. ELMO* [86] uses the same metric to show its superiority over ELMO [63]. Debande et al. [28] use guessing entropy to compare the performance of a simple black-box leakage model with a profiled leakage model.

**Metrics to quantify leakage of hardware components.** Side-Channel Vulnerability Factor (SVF) [29] quantifies the correlation between attacker observation patterns and patterns in victim execution. The insight is that side-channel attacks rely on recognizing leaked execution patterns. SVF quantifies the patterns in attackers’ observations and measures the correlation with the victim’s actual execution patterns, thus capturing the system vulnerability to side-channel attacks. SVF quantifies a particular system’s overall ‘leakiness’ but does not provide any insight into the cause. PARAM [32] uses SVF to quantify the level of leakage in the different components of the target processor.
Leakage Impact Factor (LIF), proposed in ACA [102], quantifies the similarity of the activity profile of a single gate or cell to a high-level leakage model used by DPA. The relative power consumption of the cell is used as a weight coefficient for the LIF score. LIF directly quantifies the contribution of a single gate or cell to the side-channel leakage. It is used in ACA to rank the gates of the design from leaky to least leaky.

6.3 Evaluating Usability

Next to security-related advantages, emulators also offer important usability advantages for the implementation and testing of a (masked) cryptographic primitive. The use of an emulator encourages testing at different development stages, allowing the removal of vulnerabilities as early as possible in the development cycle. For post-silicon, the cryptographic implementation can be tested at source-code level [76], assembly level [63], or compiled binary. It is possible (and advisable) to test the design at RTL, gate, or transistor level for pre-silicon.

- **Ease of use and convenience.** Building a setup for side-channel measurement is costly as it requires time, equipment, and expertise for preparing the target. Furthermore, the implementation and testing of a cryptographic primitive requires advanced skills in cryptographic engineering. An emulator is easy to use and reduces a highly iterative task that requires (manual) effort.

  - **Application:** post-silicon.

- **Fast(er) Development Cycles.** The speed of simulating the power consumption of a design is increasing as we progress with the design stages. As the complexity of the design increases, [86] mentions a factor of 4.5–7-speed increase compared to real hardware. As an extreme example [87] mentioned that for a fully-unrolled AES (which exceeds the security budget of most embedded devices), simulation and analysis of one million traces might take about 4 hours on an 8-thread workstation. At the same time, we have ample evidence (Appendix B) that leakage at early design stages does have a positive effect. The flexibility in making design changes and the leakage assessment time depends on the design stage [49]. In other words, while it is relatively easy to make changes at the RTL level, only small changes are possible at the layout level. In contrast, at the post-silicon level, no changes in the design are possible.

  - **Application:** pre-and post-silicon.

- **Cost.** Faster development cycles and assurance in the final product ultimately increase the time to market of the product, which saves costs or give a significant competitive advantage. For the post-silicon development stage, the idea of performing side-channel evaluation without the need of a lab and a team of experts available for assistance will make side-channel evaluation more accessible and as a result increase the security of cryptographic implementations.

  - **Application:** pre-and post-silicon.

7 OPEN PROBLEMS IN DESIGNING SIDE-CHANNEL LEAKAGE EMULATORS

Post-silicon: How can we efficiently create fine-grained leakage models? We now know that it is insufficient to make security claims for an implementation based only on architecture [62] level information. We also know that existing emulators target relatively simple architectures. As can be seen from Table 1 the most commonly targeted end-devices are ATMegaXX or ARM-Cortex M0, which are simple, in-order, single-core CPUs. With no access to design information, the task of the designer is to reverse-engineer the microarchitecture details. Today we know how to model simple microarchitectural features, such as instruction-dependent activities in different pipeline stages, add support for sequence dependency (the power consumed by an instruction depends on the other instructions in the pipeline), or find hidden storage elements. However, creating a model such as ELMO [63] or reverse-engineering the ARM-Cortex M3 [40] is still based on manual work and prohibitively effort-intensive. Capturing microarchitecture events characteristic to complex processors, such as pipeline stalls or misprediction is an open problem.

**Post-silicon: Going beyond leakage detection is challenging.** To verify the source of a leak, we must have the ability to know the instruction executed at that specific time sample in the power trace. The tools which can map a time sample in a measured trace to the corresponding instruction of the executed code are limited and typically fall in two categories: either a machine emulator such as Qemu [10], Gem5 [17] or SimulAVR [81] or specialized hardware, such as JTrace Pro2 for boards with advanced debug support such as the tracing features of ARM Cortex cores. Therefore, verification depends on whether a machine emulator supports the board or a tracing pin is available.

**Post-silicon: Procedure for comparing simulated vs reference traces.** An open question is whether we should include the leakage model in the evaluation. While most of the measures mentioned do include a leakage model, the authors of EMSIM [85] use normalized cross-correlation to show how well the simulated traces match the reference traces without relying on a specific leakage model. This metric’s output is a quantifiable measure because it computes the average cross-correlation between individual clock cycles. EMSIM reports an impressive 94.1% accuracy in simulating side-channel signals across all possible instruction combinations. The requirement to use this measure is to precisely identify the correct clock cycles, which requires knowledge of the design details. Although initially a measure of the side-channel created by a single instruction, the Signal Available Attacker (SAVAT) [20] is used in EMSIM [85] to measure the similarity between the simulated and reference traces. SCRIPT [68] uses side-channel vulnerability (SCV), which is the equivalent of SNR [60] at the pre-silicon stage, as it requires a small number of traces to compute and differs from SNR, according to its authors by a scaling factor. RTL-PSC [49] combines KL-divergence with SNR to identify vulnerable design blocks. At the same time, SLEAK [100] uses mutual information between the sensitive values processed by the algorithm and the value or state of a system component during the execution binary.

**Pre& Post-silicon: Quantitative measures for SCA resilience.** Most side-channel countermeasures come at the price of slower performance or more area. On the post-silicon side, we know [5, 66] the importance of including microarchitecture features when evaluating the security of masked implementations. However, most studies focus on one platform and zoom in on the feature which

---

2https://www.segger.com/products/debug-probes/j-trace/models/j-trace/
leaks side-channel information on the studied platform. Even if we knew how to model every microarchitecture event, there is no widely accepted measure in the side-channel community to quantify leaks. We do not know how to measure the “gain” in security when applying SCA countermeasures.

**Pre-silicon: Common evaluation criteria for tools.** The objective criteria for differentiating the metrics used by the different tools would be to confirm the predictions with the results of the leakage present on the physical device. The practical challenge is that there are no open-source ASIC devices (i.e., we have access to the design details) for testing. The current best practice approach is to use FPGAs to confirm that the results produced by the tool are accurate. However, the fundamentally different structure of an ASIC gate and an FPGA configurable block leaves room for unexpected leaks in the final product.

**Pre-silicon: Composability of pre-silicon emulators.** While power simulation techniques are known and used, the primary application is heat dissipation and battery life. The goal of power estimation applied for side-channel evaluation is to capture the instantaneous power consumption. One of the essential requirements is to process large quantities of data-dependent simulations. This category’s main challenge is to find and remove the design specifications that do not contribute to leaks, such as to gain speed. Today we have SCA-aware design tools for every design stage. We also know that removing vulnerabilities as early as possible in the design stage is a sound engineering practice. Although creating a pre-silicon trace emulator requires significant effort, the existing tooling is fragmented and not reusable.

**Pre& Post-silicon: EM simulation.** The only EM emulator we have, EMMSIM [85], was constructed for a relatively simple, custom-made RISC-V processor. To build EMMSIM, EM measurements of the physical device are required. The experimental results aimed to assess how the simulated signal degrades when key microarchitectural features are removed, show that building an accurate EM emulator is impossible without access to microarchitectural information. Therefore we may only be able to build EM emulator for open-source hardware. If the presence of a physical target is a must for constructing EM emulator, it could explain the fact that there are no EM emulators at the pre-silicon stage. To build a power estimator, how have to estimate ‘only’ how much electrical charge is being moved around (Ohm’s Law). The build an EM emulator, we have to estimate not only the quantity of charge, but also its precise orientation in 3D space (Maxwell’s 4 Laws). It is unclear how to port the approach used in EMMSIM [85] to more mainstream processors. There is no CAD tool for pre-silicon to compute the magnetic field radiated by ICs and hence no methodology to detect hotspots at the design stages. Some hope for creating emulators for the pre-silicon stage comes [73], who introduces a workflow for predicting the EM radiations of an IC.

**Pre& Post-silicon: Benchmark existing emulators.** While some emulators are available and open-source, the specific use-case for the tools makes it hard to compare. An alternative is to agree on a representative, public data set that covers different use-cases to evaluate the potential of a tool. Differentiating the merits of the tools is challenging. If we compare the architectures of the tools, Figure 3 (right), we notice that SCRIPT and COCO use the user input to define safety conditions for the underlying architecture. To determine the presence of a leak, MAPS and PLAN/PARAM employ empirical leakage detection strategies, t-tests [45] and SVF [29] respectively. Also, let’s compare the emulator’s input. We observe that while MAPS and COCO target a masked software implementation, SCRIPT aims to verify crypto cores, and PLAN/PARAM aims to secure the end-device or non-cryptographic implementation. If we explore the dimension of security guarantees, SCRIPT and COCO aim for formal proof, while MAPS and PLAN/PARAM take an empirical testing approach.

Although in recent years the standard practice is to open-source tools (as the authors are primarily from academia), for many of the earlier tools [30, 36, 90] we only have a description about the capability and innovations of the tool, which in many cases provides limited information.
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A METRICS FOR COMPARING SIMULATED AND REAL TRACES

Here we give some examples:

- **Dynamic Time Warping.** To evaluate SILK [97], the authors compute the distance between a set of measured traces and the simulator’s output. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) computes the distance between two temporal series, even with different elements. Several leakage models are used to generate simulated traces. The authors instantiate DTW with two distance metrics, Euclidean and correlation-based distance. For a fair comparison, they add noise to the simulated traces. Notably, the two used distance metrics give different results regarding what constitutes a realistic trace set.

- **Power correlation.** Although the term is defined in [102], this is a well-known measure used when analyzing side-channel leakage. The approach assumes the knowledge of the key and requires the explicit choice of a target variable and leakage model. The authors of ELMO [63] compare (visually) the power correlation trace produced by ELMO with the power correlation trace obtained from measured traces. If the correlation traces follow a similar trend, the model and the measured traces capture similar side-channel leakage.

- **Leakage detection comparison.** The de facto technique for leakage detection is TVLA [45]. It comes then as no surprise that the practice of comparing a t-test trace produced by a leakage emulator with the t-test trace produced by the reference traces, using either a fixed vs. random t-test [63, 86] or a fixed vs. fixed t-test [76] is widespread. To compute the t-test trace, the datasets are prepared in advance by feeding the cryptographic algorithm with a fixed or a random plaintext. Next to its simplicity, this test is non-specific, meaning that it does not target one specific variable. The classical application is a visual check to ensure that the simulated and reference t-traces match the identified leaking points.

- **DPA performance.** To demonstrate the merit of a profiled emulator, Debande et al. [28] compares the evolution of a DPA attack, in terms of guessing entropy, between a set of measured traces, a set of traces generated by a profiled leakage model, and a set of traces generated by a non-profiled model. Although the attack performance of the non-profiled leakage model is superior to that of the measured traces (and that of the traces produced by the profiled leakage models), the conclusion is that profiled models that closely follow the behavior of measured traces are preferred. The main indicator for a desirable output is to match the trend of the guessing entropy and the simulated traces’ success rate with one of the real traces. We note that DPA is capable of tracking the performance for one intermediate target value. NCSIM [33] uses the same metric, and the similarity of a DPA attack performed on the internal MOV operation demonstrates the advantage of using an emulator for the design of a secure chip. The authors of PARAM [32] also use DPA to compare the reference architecture’s resistance before and after applying hardening countermeasures.

B CASE STUDIES

In this section, we explore the answers to the question: **How effective are the existing tools at verifying and eliminating SCA vulnerabilities?** Most case studies will showcase the tool’s ability to verify leakage (find the cause for producing leakage) and mitigate the leakage (eliminate it manually or automatically). The depth and breadth of the presented cases vary significantly between the different contributions. While some verification tools showcase a toy example [30], others explore a wide variety of scenarios. The case study will reproduce a known flaw, introduce one in an otherwise secure design, or seldom use the tool to find a new unknown vulnerability for a leakage verification tool. In the following, we present a representative selection of use cases.

B.1 Software implementation of cryptographic algorithms

Reparaz [76] tests the security of six high-order implementations. The first is a “smoke test” where the aim is to reproduce the flaw found by [80] for the first-order masking scheme proposed by [4]. The emulator performs six fixed vs. fixed TVLA tests and reports that five of the six tests show leakage. The authors apply the same test to the first-order secure table recomputation scheme proposed by [25] which, as expected, “on the strength of the found evidence” is reported to be secure. Next, the authors use the tool to reproduce the second-order flaw spotted by [26] in the masking scheme proposed by [80]. The authors report that it takes the tool five seconds to find the flaw, including the time to identify the cause. The tool further reproduces the third-order vulnerability spotted by [25] in the technique used for refreshing the mask in the scheme proposed by [80]. The tools finds this flaw in less than a second. A more complex case for the tool (200 million traces and eight hours of simulation) is to reproduce the observations from [77] on higher-order implementations [16]. The authors also report a new second-order flaw found in [84], which, once found, is easily proved.

B.2 Hardware implementation of cryptographic algorithms

KARNA [89] is evaluated with three open-source cores. The first is a bit-serial implementation of the Simon block cipher [2]³. The tool performs three iterations, using TVLA with 8000 inputs and removes the leaking gate. The netlist is synthesized at 28 nm cell size. The second is a PRESENT core⁴, a minimal design which after one iteration achieves side-channel resilience. The third is an optimized AES core [12]⁵, on which a DPA attack is performed after the place-and-route stage, and the design is shown not to leak information with 100 000 traces. Compared with the unoptimized AES synthesized design, where the result is shown to reveal the correct key byte at approximately 2 000 traces. KARNA can achieve a user-specified security level in all three designs with no impact on the delay or the number of gates and a 20% increase in the utilization area.

RTL-PSC [49] is evaluated on two AES designs based on Galois Field (GF) [1] and Look-up Table (LUT) [82]. The tool is used to identify the leaky modules in the design, using a combination of Kullback-Leibler divergence and success rate. The tool is validated

³ reference implementation: https://opencores.org/projects/simon_core
⁴ reference implementation: https://opencores.org/projects/present
⁵ reference implementation: https://opencores.org/projects/min_aes
with both a gate-level netlist simulation and an FPGA simulation. The authors compare the Pearson correlation of the RTL simulations (produced by the tool) with the gate-level netlist’s KL-divergence trace and conclude that the tool is successful.

AMASIVE [50] is used to analyze an unprotected hardware implementation of the PRESENT cipher [18] for the first and the last round. The tool identifies hypothesis functions for the HW and HD leakage models. The authors mount a CPA attack to confirm the tool’s attack vector and report recovering the key within 10,000 traces.

B.3 Hardening of non-cryptographic hardware

PARAM [32] is used to produce a hardened implementation of a Shakti-C [38] core. The approach used to secure the software AES implementation deviates from the classical application of countermeasures. The authors identify and remove the leakage from each hardware component of the microprocessor. The DPA results in terms of the number of traces vs. correlation scores show the hardened microprocessor’s resilience.

B.4 Combination of software implementations running on a physical target

The case study for MAPS focuses on showcasing the design flow with the tool. The specific example is a naive implementation of SIMON [9] protected with Trichina AND gate [94], which aims to minimize the number of execution cycles. The authors simulate the implementation of this cipher with and without pipeline leakage. Using a fixed vs. random t-test, the authors show that both instances leak information. In the next iteration, MAPS identifies the leakage due to register reuse. The remaining leakage comes from the two pipeline registers. After fixing the two pipeline registers’ leakage, the t-test obtained from the simulated traces show no leaky points. As a final step, the authors perform a t-test on a set of reference traces measured from a physical implementation, which shows a few remaining leakage points.

SARVASCRA [98] is used to find a flaw in the AES implementation used for Version 4 of the DPA contest [6]. Using the tool, the authors note that the simulated traces size depends on the value that the microcontroller manipulates, even though the implementation is running in a constant number of cycles. Analyzing the implementation, the authors find that the number of register accesses depended on the manipulated value. In response to this finding, the new version of the DPA contest v4.2 fixed the implementation and released a new set of traces.

ASCOLD [72] is used to develop a hardened first-order, ISW-based [51] S-box with a bit-sliced RECTANGLE implementation [103]. The authors evaluate the performance of the hardened implementation for two different security objectives. The first is an efficient implementation where the registers are cleared on a need-to-basis to avoid overwrite and remnant effects. The second is a conservative implementation, which adds to the efficient implementation of dummy instructions’ insertion through register/memory clearing. Non-specific TVLA is used to evaluate the strengths of hardening countermeasure.


COCO uses the open-source IBEX core [77], part of the PULP platform [31] and the OpenTitan [59] project. The main application of COCO is the verification of masked software implementations running on hardware specified at gate-level netlist. A considerable selection of masked circuits, which cover domain-oriented masking (DOM) AND gate [47], Ishai-Sahai-Wagner (ISW) AND [77], Threshold implementation (TI) AND [69] and larger implementations DOM Keccak S-box [13, 48], DOM AES S-box [43] and the Trichina AND gate [94] are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the tool. The scenarios cover two cases with intentionally injected vulnerabilities [47, 48]. The implementations also cover second-order security [47, 48] and third-order security [47] (for a complete overview see Table 3 in [44]). To demonstrate COCO’s ability to deliver a secure implementation, the authors map a sample of the verified netlist of IBEX cores and the DOM Keccak S-box [48] onto a Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA. The design is then evaluated using TVLA and shown not to leak information at 100,000 traces.

reference implementation https://github.com/lowRISC/ibex